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THE LEARNING

2016 - New Year.
New Appointments.
New Commissions.
New Possibilities!

C u r ve
Triple Award Success!
Gilling Dod Architects continues to establish itself
as one of the Country’s most respected and
proven Healthcare Practices after a string of
national awards at the end of 2015. The Sid Watkins
Building won “Project of the Year” at IHEEM, the
Harbour won “P21+ Innovation Project of the Year”
at the BBH Awards as well as an LABC gong. The
Lighthouse Project followed up it’s DMHN award
from earlier in the year, by scooping the prestigious
“Patients Choice” Award at the same event.

See inside
for details!

Greater Manchester West’s
new landmark Recovery
Academy Building opens
it’s doors in Manchester.

See page 3 for details.

Stride Framework Appointment
Gilling Dod has secured a place on the
STRIDE Famework. The Framework is part of
Burton Hospital’s joint venture partnership with
Arcadis and Community Solutions delivering
infrastructure projects over the next 10 years.

INSIDE - LIVERPOOL 2 - RJAH - ROTHERHAM EMERGENCY CARE CENTRE - NEW LOWRY UNIT - CYPF - MORE
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Flagship Liverpool 2 Project appointment
Gilling Dod Architects have been
appointed as Architects and Lead
Consultant on Mersey Care’s new
£21M Adult Acute Inpatient Unit
at Mossley Hill, Liverpool. The
flagship project is the second of the
Trust’s TIME projects which looks
to modernise it’s current inpatient
building stock and follows on the
heels of the recently completed
Clock
View
Hospital
project.
Currently at design stage, this
exciting project is due to start on site
toward the end of the year and, as with
all Mersey Care’s schemes, is based
around positive patient experience,
healing environments and quality
architecture. Watch this space.........

New Health Centre
Project in Wigan
Gilling Dod Architects have just been
appointed by Eric Wright Construction
to design a new build health centre
on urban brownfield site in Ashton
for Wigan CCG. The scheme is to be
built on the site of the former Town Hall
and includes Community facilities, GP
practices, a Pharmacy and facilities for
a Dental Surgery. More details next issue.

Rotherham Hospital New Emergency Centre

Claire House Hospice gets
Outstanding CQC Results!
Congratulations to Claire House
Children’s Hospice in Chester. They
recently achieved an “Outstanding”
rating from the CQC and the
recently completed extension and
refurbishment
received
special
mention from the inspectors.
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The
Rotherham
NHS
Foundation Trust and Care
UK are creating an Emergency
Centre at Rotherham Hospital,
in conjunction with GDA. The
plans have emerged following
an extensive public consultation
exercise.
The
Centre
will
provide a single urgent and
emergency care service for
the
people
of
Rotherham.
Procured through P21+ with
Kier, all work is being undertaken within a ‘live’ hospital
site over numerous phases to
maintain a full A&E service.
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Hitting the Curve
“The
Curve”
commissioned
by
Greater
Manchester
West
Mental
Health
NHS
Foundation Trust hosted its official opening in
November and is welcoming its first visitors.
The innovative £5m Mental Health Recovery Hub,
built by Vinci Construction provides courses,
independent living support and community
aftercare to help suffers & their families recovering
from mental health or substance misuse problems.
The fantastic new building also houses the
Trust Head Quarters and Conference Facilities,
as well as being a focal point for training and
staff development. On display throughout the
building are contemporary art pieces, created
by the award winning artist Gerry Halpin MBE in
conjunction with service users from across the site.

The Curve has

Spring 2016

been
shortlisted at
this years DMHN
Awards

“The Curve reflects the recovery principles in all aspects of
its culture and operation. The physical environment portrays
messages of hope, empowerment, possibility, and aspirations” - Andy Morris, Trust Head of Capital, GMW

All Smiles at Redeveloped Royal Stoke Hospital
Following on from the successful delivery of improvements and additions to the healthcare provision at the Royal Stoke
Hospital the progress at County Hospital has continued towards completion by 2018. The first wave of redevelopment
at County has already been handed over, improving the existing services and marking a fresh start for the Hospital
care delivery. Progress is still developing on multiple schemes to aid the Trust in providing an enhanced Healthcare
provision to the Stafford region. The works are being delivered under P21+ with Kier Health.

“The overall design and layout of the building are fantastic and the
interior is very welcoming. We have a lot more space, particularly
around beds… wards are airy and the design features – such as
integral blinds for the windows – make infection control much easier.
We also have more side rooms available which help to reduce
waiting times. There has been a lot of positive feedback from staff
and patients.”
- Jeanette Carter,
Royal Stoke Ward Manager
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CYPF Project gets Planning Permission
Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS
Foundation Trust’s new Childrens, Young
Persons and Families development in the
city has been granted planning permission.
The £21M project includes a new state
of the art Adolescent CAMHS Unit, PICU
facility as well as a bespoke designed
Perinatal Inpatient Building and School. It is
being delivered via P21+ with Kier as PSCP.
The design process to date has featured
extensive stakeholder engagement
including interior design workshops with
young people, families and carers. Works
are due to start on site in the Summer for 18
months.

CYPF Interior Design workshops proving a big hit!
The interior design is also being progressed by Gilling Dod Interiors,
following user engagement sessions held in December. Staff and
service users were invited to share their views on the look and feel of both
the Adolescent Unit and the Perinatal Unit. They and had a go at making
their own mood boards, which will dictate the direction GDid will take with
the Interiors of the buildings. The workshops were a great success, with
good feedback from all involved (see aside).

“It was a great day yesterday and I was so pleased at the enthusiasm
from the AU young people!”
- Ann Clayton, Capital Planning Business Manager

Woodlands Unit project handover
Gilling Dod Interiors
at BIID Conference
Laura Glithero has been invited
to speak at The British Institute
of Interior Design Conference
2016. The event, entitled Interior
Identities, will take place in
London on 16th June. Laura’s
presentation focusses on the
role of Interior Design in Mental
Healthcare settings.
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Service Users are now enjoying their new surroundings at GMW’s new
Woodlands Hospital redevelopment. The new facility delivers specialist
dementia care for vulnerable older people across Greater Manchester and
was delivered with IHP under P21+.
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New appointment at Countess
of Chester Hospital

Birleywood
Health Centre
Skelmersdale
Gilling Dod is working with NHS
Property Services to deliver a new
state of the art health centre in one of
the NW’s most deprived areas. The
new Birleywood Health Centre will
bring new Primary Care Services,
GP Practices, Community Health
and enhanced Rehab facilities to
Skelmersdale
and
surrounding
areas. The £2.5M project should
be on site later this year.

BHR project
progresses
on site

Warrington & Halton update
Feasibility work continues on the Warrington and Halton
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust Project. The project is
being delivered with Kier Health under P21+ and involves
wholesale masterplanning and project delivery over the
coming years. The project is the latest collaboration
between Kier Health and Gilling Dod Architects.

Gilling Dod are delighted
to have been appointed
by Countess of Chester
Hospital NHS Foundation
Trust to help deliver their
new masterplan for the
site in the city. The work
will include a review of
the existing estate and
services and the production of a DCP which
consolidates the Trusts
services in one central
location and forms a new
Acute Hub for the region.

Work is progressing
at pace on site with
the £115M major
redevelopment of
Broadmoor High
Secure Hospital in
Crowthorne. The
prestigious project,
being delivered
for West London
Mental Health NHS
Foundation Trust, is
due for completion
in 2017. Kier Major
Projects are the main
contractors with GDA
as delivery architects
and GD*id designing
all the interiors.
The project utilises off
site pre-cast concrete
construction
techniques and the
photographs aside
illustrate progress on
site.

Kevin White Unit

Project
Win!
Gilling Dod has secured it’s second new project
with Merseycare NHS Foundation Trust in as many
months. The Kevin White Unit is the Trust’s drug
and alcohol rehabilitation faclity for Merseyside
and is to undergo an extensive extension and
refurbishment. Completion 2017.
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Morecambe Bay
GDA are to help IHP deliver
University Hospitals of Morecambe
Bay NHS Foundation Trust Estates
Strategy having been part of
their winning team on the recent
P21+ bid. Projects include a new
Maternity scheme, refurnishment
of the Women and Children’s Dept
and development of new buildings
at The Royal Lancaster infirmary,
Furness General Hospital as well
as Westmoreland General Hospital.
More details to follow next issue.
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New Project for East Lancashire NHST
Gilling Dod Architects have been working with East
Lancashire Hospitals NHS Trust to develop the new
Out Patient and Ophthalmology scheme on the
Burnley General Hospital Site. We are also working
to produce a site wide Development Control Plan to
facilitate the site wide reconfiguration of services,
enabling the new scheme to commence towards the
end of this year. The Trust have submitted their
OBC
SOC and are proposing to procure the scheme
through the P21+ / P22 framework.

Alistair Campbell
officially opens

‘The Harbour’
Gilling Dod are
speaking and
exhibiting at this years
DMHN conference
in Birmingham. Come
and see us on our
stand!

Villicare’s Ancora House taking shape in Chester
With anticipated completion mid 2016, construction is nearing completion on a new £14M “Tier 4” CAMHS facility in Chester, for
the joint venture company Villicare (Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHST and Ryhurst). Set in the grounds of the Countess of
Chester Hospital, the new facility named by young people as “Ancora House”, will provide 26 inpatient & day patient beds for
the care of children and young people with severe and/or complex mental health conditions. Eric Wright Construction.
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Bespoke art shines a light on the new Lowry Unit
GMW’s new £9M Low Secure Unit has been handed over in Manchester.
The new facility, called the Lowry Unit provides 30 en-suite beds for
vulnerable people with varying mental health conditions in the area.
The Trust appointed celebrated local artist Gerry Halpin MBE to work with
service users, families and staff to help create bespoke and one off artworks to go into the new building, reflecting the Salford locality, culture
and identity. Place making in action, and the results speak for themselves.
delivered by GDA/IHP under P21+.

Landmark Facility Taking Shape at RJAH Orthopaedic Hospital
The new £11M
Orthopaedic and
Surgical Unit at Robert
Jones and Agnes Hunt
Orthopaedic Hospital
NHS Foundation Trust
is taking shape on site.
Construction works
are due to complete in
September 2016 and
are being delivered
under P21+ with Kier
Health. More next
issue.

Riverside Health
Gilling Dod are currently working with
Riverside Health in South Yorkshire on
numerous exciting schemes which
modernise their estate and expand
their current portfolio of Mental Health
services. These range from specialist
new builds to extensions and master
planning. Watch this space.......

Students assist in designing the Childrens Wards at the BRI
As part of our ongoing appointment with Bradford Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust, GD*id recently held a series of workshops with students from nearby Bingley
Grammar School to help design the interiors for the new adolescent rooms at Bradford
Royal Infirmary. Jo Kember, Director from GDA said “The students were a pleasure to work
with and had some fantastic ideas.”
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Cruck Barn
Expansions

Left: New mezzanines installed in the barn.
Below: Proposed modern extension planned.

Change is afoot at the Cruck Barn,
with a new mezzanine being installed
to house additional members of staff.
Planning permission has also been
granted for a modern extension to
the rear of the property, allowing for
greater company expansion in years
to come.

GDA Social Events

Andrew bowls a Llama!

GDA’s social calendar continues to fill up,
recent events include the Gala Golf Day,
Camping and Abseiling in the Lakes and the
annual Family Fun day at the Cruck Barn
(complete with surf simulator!) Roll on 2016...

A successful night for team GDA at Lancashire
Brick’s 2015 annual Bowling event! Team GDA came
3rd overall out of 32 teams and AA bagged top
individual score of the night. Next year, FIRST PLACE!!

New GDA Director Appointed
As part of the Practice’s commitment to
sustainable growth and long term business
planning, from the beginning of April, Tom
Gilbert-Rule will join the Board at Gilling Dod
Architects.
Tom has been an Associate at GDA for
more than 4 years and delivered the award
winning Sid Watkins Building in 2015. Tom’s
appointment will allow the GDA brand
to grow and evolve and ensure quality
direction for years to come.
At associate level we also welcome Andrew Todd to the Management
Team. A proven job runner, Andy will bring further expertise and ability to
our strong team. Congratulations to both and welcome aboard!

New
Arrivals

2015 brought the patter of five pairs of tiny feet to the GDA clan, as we
welcomed the arrival of yet more bundles of joy into the fold. The happy
news continues, as we are pleased to announce two more special arrivals
due in 2016!! Congratulations to all the new Mums and Dads at Gilling Dod.

Sue Cooper
Business Development Manager
The Cruck Barn, Duxbury Park
Chorley, Lancashire PR7 4AT
t . +44 (0)1257 260 070
m.+44 (0)7970 350 980
sue.cooper@gillingdod.com
www.gillindod.com

Tweet
us!
@gillingdod
@gillingdod_id

Farewell Bryan
After almost 25 years with Gilling
Dod, Bryan Pullan decided to call
time on his architectural career
retiring from the Practice and the
Gilling Dod Board, at the end of
2015.
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank him for the
influence, support and significant
work he has done for the Practice
and wish him a long and happy
retirement...enjoy!

